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heavy parkas and our caps, putting them on our load. Kenyon even
threw away his jersey. Bare-headed, we bent once more against the
harness-straps and so kept on mile after mile, resting every fifteen
minutes while we unclogged the meshing of our snow-shoes.
Seven hours of such work, travelling about two miles an hour,
and then a cruel disillusionment—the "town" turned out to be only
a high-pressure ridge of ice. The "buildings" were heavy blocks, the
"tower" was a big up-ended cake, its thin edge toward us. It was a
lesson to us never to travel again over the ice without full equip-
ment, for now we had no tent and no sextant.
There was nothing to do but go back for them—a mere fifteen-
mile trek over soggy snow! We stopped long enough to cook our-
selves a meal of pemmican, then left the sledge where it was and
started back with empty knapsacks, the sun beating down on us
out of a cloudless sky. Travelling light, we made better time on
this journey, reaching the plane about the middle of the evening.
By then we were men fit for a rest.
However, we did not take it. We struck the tent and stuffed it
into one of the rucksacks, together with some tins of tobacco and
other odds and ends hastily picked up. The sextant went into the
other rucksack, and the man who carried the sextant also shouldered
the tent-poles. We lighted our pipes and had a smoke as we sat
for a few minutes on the Polar Star's wing, then set out once more
for the sledge.
This was, the most gruelling phase of the whole experience.
Though by the clock it was night, in the warm spell the temperature
did not drop to freezing. The tent-pack weighed fifty pounds, and
the sextant and tent-poles made no mean burden to carry on such
a journey. Our snow-shoes sank into the soft wet surface. At each
step I could hear the water sogging in my moccasins.
We took turn and turn about with the heavy tent-pack—fifteen
minutes of slogging on, then four minutes to rest, clean snow-shoes,
and change burdens. During the whole seven hours of this march
I don't think we spoke half a dozen words to each other. Men on
long and arduous trails don't talk. There is nothing to talk about.
Each one knows the other's thoughts, anyhow, and wastes no breath
on speech. The novice, too, soon learns on such marches to keep
single file. This aids in trail-breaking; also when walking abreast

